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Prince of Thorns by Mark Lawrence CLASSIFICATION: Prince of Thorns is an R-rated epic fantasy that combines Robert E. Howard/Glen Cook-like sword-like action spells with George R. R. Martin-inspired court intrigues and revenge-driven plots that make Joe Abercrombie proud. Because of the young hero whose achievements defy his age and skill, and the fantasy world,
which seems to be a different version of Earth, I was also reminded of Paul Hoffman's The Left Hand of God, while the dark tone of the novel and gritty atmosphere evoked the thoughts of David Keck and Richard K. Morgan's Steel Remains. FORMAT/INFO: Prince of Thorns is 336 pages long divided into 49 numbered chapters. The narration is in the first person, exclusively
through The Prince of Honor Jorg Ancrath. Prince of Thorns ends at a satisfying stopping point, but is the first tome of The Broken Empire trilogy. Prince of Thorns will be published through Ace Books on August 2, 2011. The UK version (see below) will be published by Harper Voyager on August 4, 2011. The cover is provided by Jason Chan. More information, including a map
and cast of characters, can be found on Mark Lawrence's official website. ANALYSIS: Neal Asher is an author whose opinion I admire and respect. So when I wrote on his blog that Mark Lawrence's Prince of Thorns was the best fantasy read I've had since Alan Campbell's Scar Night, I immediately added the book to my wish list. After all, I read Scar Night because of Asher's
recommendation, and since then, Campbell has become one of my favorite fantasy authors. With Mark Lawrence, it's too early to say if he'll become my favorite, but Prince of Thorns has certainly left a strong first impression. Speaking of first impressions, Prince of Thorns had me worry initially because of his young hero who works and performs feats that seem impossible for his
years - the novel features Jorg at the ages of nine and fourteen. More disturbing, however, was the world of the Prince of Thorns, which is like an alternative version of the Earth, or a post-apocalyptic future in which civilization evolved back to the Middle Ages. Personally, I prefer fantasy that is as far from the real world as possible – there are exceptions as long as names are
changed and creative effort is made – so it was disappointing to see God, Jesus, devil, Euclid, Plato, Sun Tzu, Socrates, Aristotle, Robin Hood, Nietzsche, Gog/Magog, Hercules and Shakespeare all perform in novels that I consider epic fantasy. Fortunately, compared to how much I liked the rest of the book, the setting and Jorg's young age are minor complaints. Surprisingly,
Prince Thorns' greatest asset is Prince Jorg Ancrath himself. Jorg can be immoral and too young to achieve what he does in Prince of Thorns, Thorns, strong suspension of indilorable, but it is also extremely fascinating. Tragic past, supporting characters that are even more ruthless than Jorg — King Olidan, Sageous, Corion, Rike, etc. , interesting insights about his brothers and
funny words of wisdom: Pain has become my enemy. More than Count Renar, more than my father's bartering of life he should have possessed more precious than the crown, or glory, or Jesu on the cross. And because in some hard core of me, in some stubborn trench of selfish denial, I couldn't, even at the age of ten, give in to anything or anyone. I struggled with this pain. I
analyzed his offensive and found her lines of attack. It tormented how corruption in the wound turned sour, drawing strength from me. I knew enough to know the cure. Hot iron for infection, cauterize, smoke, make it clean. I cut off all the weakness of care. Love for my dead, I put aside, secured in a coffin, a study subject, a dry exhibition, without bleeding, cutting off, freeing. The
ability to have a new love, I burned out. I watered it with acid until the earth lay barrow and did not germinate anything, no flower took root. Most men have at least one redemption function. Finding one for Brother Rike needs to be stretched. Is there a big redemption feature? War, my friends, is a beautiful thing. Those, as he says otherwise, lose. You have responsibilities when
you are a leader. You have a duty not to kill too many of your people. Or who will you lead? Hanging, beheading, impalement, oh my! You will soon learn that there is no elegance or dignity in death if you spend time in the kitchens of the castle. You learn how ugly it is and how good it tastes. By the way, has the decency to stink. Succinct storytelling is the second best attribute in
Prince of Thorns, with energetic pace, short chapters and narrow novel stones. A factor in a story that boils down to an age-old tale of bloody revenge, and no wonder prince of thorns is an incredibly fast and intense read, especially compared to most epic fantasies. Of course, prince of thorns is more than just revenge. Well in time flashbacks - the murder of Jorg's mother and
brother, his recovery, meeting Nuban and his brothers for the first time, etc. - court intrigue that refers to GRRM's Song of Ice and Fire (a sacrifice to iron I'll need to win Game of Thrones), and dark magic all work together to embody the contents of the book, keeping readers on their toes. The ending of the novel is somewhat predictable due to Jorg's first-person POV and the
nature of the book, but the Prince of Thorns will leave readers weasel for more. Building a world can be rare - Builders, The Day of the Thousand Elephants, Broken Empire - but it works in favor of the novel, keeping the number of pages lean while providing a sense of mystery. This also applies to characterization, which is minimal except for Jorg, although the camaraderie
between the prince and his brothers is skillfully performed. Magic, meanwhile, which includes lich, dream-witches, leucrota, oracle, necromancers, etc., is not very original, but does add different layers of danger and intrigue to the book. CONCLUSION: A year teeming with fantasy debuts - Among thieves, Miserere: An Autumn Tale, Of Blood and Honey, Songs of the Earth, The
Desert of Souls, The Unremembered, The Whitefire Crossing, The Winds of Khalakovo - Mark Lawrence's Prince of Thorns is one of this year's best thanks to prince Jorg's captivating antihero, Jorg's fascinating narrative and story full of brutal sword action and witchcraft , treacherous intrigues of the court and clouding. ~ Robert Thompson BROKEN EMPIRE Mark Lawrence
Trapped in the thorny bush, ten-year-old Prince Jorg watches in horror as his mother and brother are brutally murdered. Just a few years later, Jorg is the ruthless leader of a group of cold-blooded thugs, invading a village on a road to revenge through a land plagued by feudal wars. If you're a Fan of Joe Abercrombie, I'll give you a Bona fide 100% guarantee you'll love Prince of
Thorns. I do not mean in any way that Mr Lawrence is a clone of Abercrombie. Lawrence's writing is definitely his own, but his dark tone, cunning and realism fit perfectly with Abercrombie's stuff. Prince of Thorns is written as a first-person narration narrates by Jorg. It's a grim revenge story that, with the exception of a few supernatural elements, sounds like medieval historical
fiction. In fact, as I read it, I tried to figure out what made this fantasy book. Then, just shy halfway through, in just a few sentences, Lawrence turned the whole case upside down. Actually, I really did it in one word, but at the time I was so wrapped up in the story that I missed that word for what it was. Maybe other readers are smart enough to catch on earlier than I do. Regardless,
get a good grip on the shoulders of your favorite reading chair before you get the floor. I don't want to give back any more, because discovering where and when this story is set is a huge part of the emotion. So I'll go for it: in a span of a few paragraphs, this book has gone from a unique debut to a shining genius. The sudden death of Jorg's mother and brother, tiring recovery from
bringing poison to thorns, as well as cruel upbringing in his father's castle, everything seems that jorg has become a monster. Or maybe these things just brought the monster to the surface. Jorg is more merciless than his svitaching cohorts, perhaps even more so than his enemies. And he is barely in his teens. I usually can't buy in the form of a child who acts more like an adult,
let alone a military leader of hardened men. Not only did I buy it this time, I ate it. I am always amazed when the author can create such a connection with a villainic figure. It's a little disturbing, but I can't deny that I like this guy. With Jorg, it's always all or nothing. Most times he has no idea what he will do until he does. It is so defiant that sometimes he even feels compelled to
oppose his own plans! This line defines Jorg in a nut nut: I don't like to get angry. It annoys me. Call me sick, but not only do I find it funny, but just get it. Lawrence's style is so much fun to read. He is a master in one-liners and I found the whole book quotable. It is sarcastic, action-packed and economical. Lawrence is one of those writers with a unique talent for saying many of the
few words. The story reads quickly, and the reader ends up in a completely different place than he ever expected. Prince of Thorns is the first book in the BROKEN EMPIRE trilogy, but it's fine in itself. It's a book with a real conclusion instead of an installment with a cliffhanger. But Jorg certainly has more stories to tell and I'll be there to hear them. However, as exciting as
spending time with Jorge, I never trusted him enough to turn to him. ~ Greg Hersom Published in 2011. When he was nine years old, he watched his mother and brother die in front of him. At the age of thirteen, he was the leader of a group of bloodthirsty bandits. At fifteen, he intends to be king ... It is time for Prince Jorg Ancrath to return to the castle where he turned to take what
is rightly his. From the day he hung briar patches pinned on thorns and watched Count Renar's men kill his mother and younger brother, Jorg was forced to vent his rage. Life and death are nothing more than a game for him and there is nothing to lose. But betrayal awaits him in his father's castle. Betrayal and dark magic. No matter how fierce his will is, can one young man defeat
enemies with power beyond his imagining? SHARE: FOLLOW: If you plan to buy this book, you can support FanLit by clicking on the book cover above and buying it (and anything else) on Amazon. It's free, but Amazon pays us a small referral fee. Click any book cover or link. We use this revenue to keep your site up and on. Pays for website hosting shipping for gifts and
bookmarks and Thank you! You!
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